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How to screen anaemia in the absence of laboratory-based haemoglobinometry?

COPACK HB Colour Scale is the simple, reliable and
inexpensive answer!

Anaemia: Information, Detection, Management
Anaemia is the most serious complication of iron deficiency and a significant cause of death. More than half of the pregnant
women in developing countries suffer from anaemia. The accurate estimation of Haemoglobin levels is an essential prerequisite in
a variety of other health issues, such as trauma care, selection of blood donors, epidemiological studies, and general primary
health care.
The measurement of Haemoglobin has long been recognised as fundamental in routine health checks, for the diagnosis and
treatment of disease and, given the global incidence of anaemia, in public health care The measurement of Haemoglobin in blood
as an indicator of anaemia has traditionally relied on the services of a well-equipped clinical laboratory.
Simple techniques do of course exist, but even these are relatively expensive and require commercial reagents, a good degree of
technical skill and are not readily available in peripheral health clinics or at point of care for clinicians and midwives.
In primary health care centers, when laboratory facilities are not available, anaemia is usually diagnosed from clinical signs (pallor
of the conjunctiva, tongue, palms and nail beds, using anaemia recognition cards if available), although accurate interpretation of
these signs depends a great deal on effective training. However, in rural areas where anaemia is common and where appropriate
prevention and treatment strategies may be most beneficial, an alternative method is needed to screen for anaemia easy and
economically.

After several years of development and field trials directed by the World Health Organisation, the Haemoglobin Colour Scale has
been commercially available since end of 2001 – primarily to assist developing countries in the detection and management of
anaemia. The device is not intended to compete with existing laboratory-based haemoglobinometry, but rather to increase access
to health technology for peripheral health services in resource-poor settings. The clinical use of the Scale has been demonstrated
in the screening of blood donors for anaemia; malaria management; women, pregnancy and child health programmes; iron
therapy control; in hookworm infection and in decisions to refer patients with severe anaemia for hospital treatment. It is also an
extremely useful tool for point of care anaemia checks anywhere, mainly for women and children suspected of being anaemic.Use
of this medical device requires no specialized training. It does not depend on electricity or batteries and needs no maintenance. It
is portable and the results are immediate.
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Making Pregnancy Safer / Detection of level of Anaemia in Pregnant women

Training
In a validation study, most results were accurate to within 1–1.5 g/dl. Further analysis showed that the discrepancies in the results
of the original study were largely due to a lack of training and thus incorrect technique, e.g. not waiting for 30 seconds, reading in
a shadow or not having an adequate sized drop of blood. As a result, it was shown that a half-hour training session was sufficient
for health workers to estimate Haemoglobin to within 1g/dl, and assess levels of anaemia much more effectively than by traditional
clinical diagnosis.

Validation in the field
Since the early series of studies carried out by WHO in 1995 and the first published data describing the device in the same year,
extensive testing and field trials have been carried out on the performance of the Scale. An international validation study and
recent published papers have confirmed its reliability when used in general health centres and antenatal clinics, and in blood
transfusion centres for donor selection.

Sensitivity and specificity of the Scale to screen for anaemia
For severe anaemia, the Scale shows a sensitivity of 95% and a specificity of 99.6%. To distinguish normal from mild anaemia,
the sensitivity and specificity are 98% and 86% respectively, results that are well above the reliability of any clinical measurement.
Using a photometer (HemoCue®) as a reference, the Scale was compared with the copper sulphate specific gravity method that is
traditionally used to screen blood donors for anaemia. The scale was accurate to 98% in distinguishing among 2,800 volunteer
blood donors those with normal Hb from those rejected because of anaemia. The Scale was more reliable than

copper sulphate,

the tests giving 2.4% and 5.4% false readings respectively. Moreover the copper sulphate presents a
potential environmental hazard in the disposal of used solutions.

The New Way to Diagnose Anemia
According to the World Health Organization (WHO), anemia is one of the most dangerously neglected health problems in the
developing world. Anemia is the world’s second most common cause of disability and has been known to lead to stillbirths, lowbirth-weight and mental or physical impairment in children. The WHO advises that neglecting anemia by not encouraging
development of preventative strategies or easier ways to diagnose it can have long-term negative health effects.
The Haemoglobin Color Scale (HbCS), developed by the German Copack manufacturing company called in conjunction with the
WHO, is a kit that allows a rapid and cheap way of estimating haemoglobin in a person’s blood. By comparing the color of the
blood (usually taken by a small prick on the finger by a needle) on a chromatography paper to a standard scale of colors displayed
in increments on the HbCS, one can easily determine whether the patient is anemic.

The HbCS is noted for its extreme cost-efficiency; it is the lowest cost hemoglobinometer on the market. In theory, the HbCS only
costs about $0.01 per test. However, since its commercial release in 2001, it has been found to cost approximately$0.12 per test
in Malawi due to distribution and freight costs. However, this method remains significantly cheaper than previous ways of
measuring haemoglobin in the blood, such as colorimetric methods ($0.35/test) and the HemoCue method ($0.75/test). A recent
study demonstrated that, even with the lower cost, the HbCS demonstrates sensitivity and accuracy for measuring anemia.

Company Authority letter for COPACK HB Colour Scale

“In India the cost of Haemoglobin test by COPACK HB colour scale sits between

7.00 - 8.50 INR (considering Euro market rate fluctuations) “

How COPACK HBCS works

It is a simple and effective medical device for the accurate estimation of Haemoglobin levels in blood. It comprises a small card
with six shades of red that represent Haemoglobin levels at 4, 6, 8, 10, 12 & 14 g/dl respectively.
The device is simple to use:





place a drop of blood on the test strip provided
wait about 30 seconds
Match immediately the colour of the blood spot against one of the hues on the scale.

This will indicate whether the patient is anaemic and, if so, the severity of anaemia in clinical terms. It will not identify minor
changes in Haemoglobin during treatment, but rather assist in the management of any patient with suspected anaemia, e.g. to
decide whether a patient may require a blood transfusion a blood count, be referred for laboratory tests or to a hospital or clinic for
treatment.

COPACK available for procurement in main three different variations

ATTENTION! ATTENTION! ATTENTION!

06. August 2009

COPACK has become aware of a counterfeit copy of the "Haemoglobin Colour Scale" in the Indian market. The cover design
of the counterfeit product is identical to the original, except for the name. The counterfeit product is entitled: "Colour Scale for
Haemoglobin". There are no validation studies and no tests that confirm the reliability and accuracy of the “Colour Scale for
Haemoglobin”. This product is an Indian product which is not CE certified or tested in any way. The counterfeit product from India
is not comparable with the proven "Haemoglobin Colour Scale" and we hereby disclaim any correlations to our original
"Haemoglobin Colour Scale" which is suggested for use by the WHO. For further information, kindly contact us.
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